JSSecure is a framework for online payment systems over ecommerce websites. Payments made online using debit/credit cards have become familiar, and the users are shifting to a higher comfort level with this method of payment. Nowadays for any online transactions, a payment gateway is used which is a service that is provided by an e-commerce or by any bank that authorizes the details of the user for the secure transaction. This paper presents a frame format of JSSecure. For any transaction, there has to be a way in which the user details needs to be protected. Cryptography is one of the methods which is used for converting the information from its standard form to encrypted form or unreadable for the attackers. Using JSSecure, each user detail is encrypted individually to provide extra security against attackers. There are umpteen number of payment gateway methods like 3D Secure, SET, and MSET Protocols. Various algorithms help user securely enter his/her card details, some of them are Jumbling Salting (JS), Data Encryption Standard (DES), Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), etc. which are used for the encrypting the details securely. All these algorithms are symmetric key. JSSecure uses double encryption strategy for more security. We will be providing a fair comparison of Data Encryption Standard (DES), Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and Jumbling Salting (JS) algorithms. Since our major concern here is the performance of algorithms under different conditions, we will be comparing on the basis of speed, block size, and key size on the encryption time, decryption time, throughput and size of cipher text. This analysis will help in implementing the best-suited algorithm for the proposed payment gateway. It will be open source and hence it will be more cost efficient.
INTRODUCTION
"Safety first is safety always", this quote from Charles Hayes has a profound meaning in today's digital world. As technology rises security and safety of data is of paramount importance. Anyone using technology must ensure that their data is secure and safe from unauthorized use.
Payment gateway is a mediator between the bank, merchant and the user. With the rise in technology and its user base, Epayments are a common practice. The user enters his card details, CVV number and expiry date which in turn is encrypted by the payment gateway and sent to the bank. The bank decrypts the user details, matches it with its database and proceeds with the transaction. The payment gateway is a secure mediator. 
Working of Payment Gateway
The main idea behind securing data is encrypting it so that attackers cannot access the sensitive data for unauthorized use. Some algorithms that are used for encrypting the user details are JS (Jumbling and Salting) [2, 12] , DES (Data Encryption Standard) [1, 6] , AES (Advanced Encryption Standard), etc. These algorithms use symmetric key encryptions [1, 5, 6] i.e. the same key is used to encrypt and decrypt the data. These algorithms require frequent update of the key used which is tedious to maintain. An overview and comparison of these algorithms is presented in this paper. We have compared the algorithms based on the following parameters: Cipher text Size, Encryption Time, Decryption Time and Throughput [2] .
We have proposed a new way to ensure security of transactions by using JSSecure. JSSecure is designed in such a way that it uses double encryption for securing the user details from the attacks. It is based on the Jumbling-Salting algorithm which is a symmetric key algorithm [2] . JS is based on two steps first Jumbling and then Salting. During Jumbling process 14 it undergoes three sub processes i.e. addition, selection and reversing. During addition it calculates and generates a value that needs to be added to the password. In selection it randomly chooses the symbols and adds them to the string. In reversal it reverses the new string of password that is formed. In Salting process the jumbled string is taken as input and some salt is added to it. The JS Algorithm uses randomized processes which make the data even more secure by making it difficult for attackers to predict the plaintext [2] .
In this paper we have proposed JSSecure, a new strategy for online transactions. We have also presented a comparison between some of the existing algorithms and the JS algorithm.
RELATED WORK 2.1. Existing Algorithms
Any kind of information or data that is translate into a secret code is encryption. It is one of the most effective way to achieve security. To decrypt that data one must have access to its secret key for decryption. The data that is not encrypted is Plain Text and the data which is encrypted is called Cipher Text.
DES
The Data Encryption Standard (DES) [1] is one of the oldest algorithms that was used for encryption. It uses symmetric key encryption strategy. For encryption and decryption it uses the same key so the sender and receiver should have that key for encrypting and decrypting.
It was introduced in the early 1970's. It is a block cipher which means that the encryption is applied to different blocks of data rather than applying to just 1 bit at a time. DES uses the block size of 64-bit. Each block is enciphered by applying mathematical function i.e. permutation and substitution permutation involves 16 rounds and though the key is 64-bit 8 keys are used for parity check so only 56 bits are effective. The decryption process is also simple in which we inverse the encryption. The steps are same as encryption but the order is reversed in which keys are applied [1, 2] . Now one of the basic attacks that is observed for any cipher text is Brute Force attack. In this kind of attack the right key is obtained by trying all the possible keys. DES uses 64-bit key [5] but out of 64, 8 are used for parity check and thus left with 56 effective bits. Hence it would take 2^56 attempts by brute force attack for finding out the correct key.
AES
The major problem observed with DES was its key size and how it could be cracked by repetitive attacks. Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [1, 6] was designed to overcome this drawback. It is one of the most popular and widely used encryption strategy.
AES is an iterative algorithm. It is based on substitution, permutations and linear transformations. Each of these operations occurs in a single round. The plaintext is encrypted a number of times based on the key size. For 128-bit key it uses 10 rounds, for 192-bit 12 rounds and for 256-bit 16 rounds [1, 5, 6] . Each of the rounds uses a different key for encryption of data.
The flow chart below shows the typical processes involved in one round of the AES algorithms. Initially the plaintext is encrypted with the first round key [1, 9] . There are 4 sub processes [9] involved: iv)AddRoundKey: The 16 bytes of the matrix are considered as 128 bits and another round is started with the same sub processes. If it is the last round then the output is the ciphertext.
JS Algorithm:
The Jumbling and Salting (JS) [2] is an algorithm which uses a symmetric key encryption technique. It is implemented with the AES i.e. Advanced Encryption Standard. the algorithm is divided into two blocks that is jumbling block and Salting block [2] .
Jumbling block consists of three other sub blocks: Addition, Selection and Reverse sub blocks [2] . A mathematical process is performed on the process array which is given to the jumbling block. Now as the process array is given to the jumbling block the mathematical function modulus performs some operation that is the characters from the character set is chosen and jumbled. With the help of the modulus function the remainder is obtained by the division process.
During the addition process the random value is generated and the size of the process array is updated. So if the size of the process array was i then the updated size will be i+ (random value generated). In the selection process random characters are chosen from the defined character set. The selection of the character depends on the random value that was generated 15 during the addition process. In the reverse process the entire string or the process array is reversed. The reversing process is done on the basis of a predefined mathematical condition [2] .
Here the mathematical condition is that if the generated value is even then the reversal process takes place but if the generated value is odd then the process array remains as it was after the selection process. The mathematical condition can be changed as per the requirement of the application programmer who is developing the JS algorithm [2] .
Now the process array is given to the Salting block in which the random string is added to the jumbled process array. The adding of salt is based on the users sign up time stamp value [2] . The salt is added to confuse the attacks so that it becomes difficult for the attackers to obtain the original process block. Now after the Jumbling and Salting is done the process block is passed to the AES block. In this block the algorithm is predefined for encryption and decryption [2] . 
Comparison of AES and JS

Protocols
SET Protocol:
The Secure Electronic Transaction (SET) [7, 8] Protocol is the most widely used protocol for transactions over an insecure channel. The SET Protocol consists of 3 main parties: customer, merchant and merchant's bank. Digital Certificates are employed by the SET Protocol to ensure authenticity and verification of identity of the involved participants [7] .
The principle features of the SET Protocol are:  All exchanged information between parties is encrypted  It is mandatory for all parties to be authenticated with certificates  The merchant will never see the customer details in plain text
Figure 4. SET Protocol Working
Stages of SET transaction [3] :
i) Purchase initiate Request message: Wallet → Merchant: Merchant opens the envelope of the message using his private key to get the session key SK then the whole message and the signature are decrypted. The hash of the received message is compared with the hash of the originally signed message after decrypting it using the wallet public key.
ii) Purchase initiate response message Merchant → Wallet:
The message contains a unique transaction identification number, challenging string, and merchant digital certificate. For the wallet to read and verify this, the public key decryption algorithm is applied twice, and the symmetric key decryption is applied once.
iii) Purchase Request message Wallet → Merchant: Purchase request is a doubly signed message. The wallet partitions the message into two sub messages. The first one contains the Order information message where an envelope is created using Merchant's public key such that it can only read by Merchant. The second message contains only the payment information message and a digital envelope is created using Payment Gateway's public key such that it can only read by Payment Gateway. Each message is signed by the wallet.
iv) Authorization Request message Merchant → Payment Gateway: Merchant sends the second message to the payment gateway from Purchase request message with envelope using the Payment Gateway's public key and adds to it, the additional information related to his financial institution and his digital certificate to the Payment Gateway. The money transfer from the issuer bank to the acquirer bank is done through Electronic Fund Transfer Network (EFTN) and Payment Gateway gets notified. public key decryption algorithm is applied twice, and the symmetric key decryption is applied once.
MSET Protocol:
Using SET protocol on GSM network involves heavy computation. This slows down the network. To avoid this, MSET protocol was born. This Modified SET protocol replaces time consuming public key encryption and decryption algorithms by symmetric key cryptography. This protocol claimed about 50% reduction in computation, and 80% reduction in communication overhead [3] . The protocol uses the Transport Layer Security Protocol (TLS) and the Wireless TLS (WTLS) in lower layers to reduce the number of required signature generations within the protocol.
MSET keeps the privacy of the payment information of Wallet away from Merchant and keeps the privacy of the order information of Wallet away from the Payment Gateway. MSET enables the Payment Gateway to verify that Merchant does not alter the Purchase Request message during its processing at Merchant. The only critical assumption made is that the Payment Gateway is a Trusted Third Party.
MSET protocol replaces public key encryption by symmetric key encryption. It is a two-step process. In step 1, the three parties exchange their digital certificates. Three symmetric keys are generated and exchanged. We assume that each party has a lookup table that includes the digital certificate of all the other parties associated with their symmetric keys.
The second step is the transaction step, which like the SET protocol involves 6 steps. They perform the same task as SET, only, they utilize symmetric ley encryption. The above calculations show the improvement of MSET over SET protocol. 
PROPOSED WORK
JSSecure is a payment gateway that uses Jumbling and Salting Algorithm for encrypting the user details. It is a symmetric key encryption strategy. JSSecure is a payment gateway that is more secure as it uses double encryption technique. In double encryption the user details are encrypted and after the JS Algorithm has encrypted the process array it again encrypts that jumbled process array. The JS algorithm is implemented with the RSA for better security. So that the asymmetric encryption technique will be more efficient and it will be more secure as it uses public key encryption strategy.
Figure 5. JSSecure Blocks
We intend to increase the cipher text to a limit where it is impossible to crack for the attackers using brute force attack or dictionary attack. The advantage of the JS algorithm is that is uses random length variable to encrypt the plain text so the cipher text varies every time. Adding to this the double encryption strategy boosts the overall security of the system.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The rise of E-commerce has led to the development and demand of sophisticated payment gateways. What we are doing with JS Secure is creating an Encryption algorithm which is better suited for the task at hand by using a symmetric double encryption algorithm. It is better at performance than the other already existing algorithms and more secure because of the large cypher text used which protects it from cyberattacks using brute force or others. As security is our utmost priority much thought and working has been dedicated towards it. The algorithm is just a part of the payment gateway created. One of its major functions is that it can be integrated seamlessly with your website without the need for specialized coding knowledge, which is what clients look at when they specifically mean a payment gateway.
The Payment Gateway is up to the current security standards and it is implemented in such a way that in future also no problems will take place, however if such an exception takes place We can update our work, it is flexible enough to be updated up to the future standards.
